
Boundary, Meaning and Translation. 
The aim of this  paper is  to explore the concept of the ‘boundary’ as a semiotic,  cognitive and 
cultural concept, and its capacity for contributing to a cultural constitution of human subjectivity. 
Initially, the paper will discuss the concept of the boundary as used by anthropologist Barth (1969) 
and the semiotician Lotman (1990). For both authors, the boundary is a basic mechanism for the 
understanding of the cultural and individual self, always related to the ‘Other(s)’. This mechanism 
is internal and external to human cognition, and it can be argued that it has a semiotic character 
(Gustafsson 2006), as it ‘translates’, in a Peircean sense, between (collective and individual) self 
and other. This translation, actually a semiosis, implies that mutual otherness gives meaning to the 
self or, said in other words, that the boundary is the source of identity. 
This understanding can be further explored at different levels, both theoretical and empirical. One 
theoretical  level  will  imply  investigating  the  boundary  as  a  fundamental  mechanism  for  the 
constitution of subjectivity and, that subjectivity, in this sense, is relationally constituted around a 
number  of  boundaries,  among  which  are  the  boundaries  between  self  and  other  and  between 
individual and collective self. 
The elementary concept of boundary as here discussed can be further explored by the means of 
other theoretical concepts of semiotics, cognition and related disciplines. An example of such a 
concept is  narratology, i.e. the the study of narratives and their contribution to the structuring of 
human’s understanding of their lifeworld. Narrative schemes, as e.g. proposed by Genette and by 
Ricoeur, can be seen as cognitive phenomena permeated by boundaries between mutually related 
actors and actants. 
At another level, this understanding of the relation between boundary and self can arguably have 
important  ethical  and  political  implications.  While  boundaries  –  including  mental,  symbolic, 
physical and others – often are seen as a main source of social and cultural division and exclusion,  
more seldom the boundary is considered the opposite, i.e. the very basis for dialogue, in the broad 
sense of a process of evolutionary semiosis leading to new understandings of self and other. Put in 
other  terms,  the  boundary  is  not  the  impediment as  such  for  intercultural  and  intersubjective 
dialogue,  it  is  the  point  of  departure  for  any  dialogue,  even  if  this  dialogue  contains  mutual 
exclusion, violence and other negative phenomena. 
Empirical studies – essential for the development of the theoretical propositions – can be developed 
within a vast number of fields. In this paper, I shall shortly propose the application of the concepts 
and ideas here discussed to the field of ethnic and racial identities in the Americas. 
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